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Introduction
Today the supply chain had evolved tremendously
from a fixed job of a bridge between sales and
production functions with a focus on raw material
supply to product manufacturing lines and finish
goods dispatch to the final consumer to an
independent function with a separate hierarchy.
The SCM focus has adopted the upgraded planning
methods such as integrated S&OP and outsourced
logistics. Further, the world has seen continuous
wealth shift towards the rural areas over the past
few years and the online product purchase is
rapidly increasing due to the buyer’s trust in
communication transparency and easy much option
access. To adapt to these trends SCM requires
being faster, granular, and precise [1].

A. Definition of Supply Chain 4.0
SCM 4.0 model is the integration of IoT, AI, and
big data analytics by deploying the sensor, network,
automation, and data analysis tools in every
process for improvement in consumer satisfaction
[2]. It is explained in the following figure1.

Figure1: SCM 4.0 model [3]

B. Objectives of the Research
To study the SCM 4.0 concept and its stepwise
implementation with the pilot study.

Literature Review
SCM 4.0 Step by Step Implementation
Process
The Supply chain efficiency can be increased by
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up-gradation with new technology and eliminating
the waste in the process. Following figure2
explains the step by step SCM 4.0 implementation
process to achieve the SCM 4.0 application
benefits like global inventory and lead time
reduction with the help of digitized material
planning, order fulfilment, and forecast accuracy. It
also explains the SCM 4.0 implementation model
starting from data cloud SIOP in the current state to
the digital value network in the final state.

Figure 2: SCM 4.0 Implementation Model [3]

We further break the SCM 4.0 implementation
process into an organization vision that defines the
objectives of the implementation and improvement
layers that explain the sequence of the
implementation process as below,

A. SCM 4.0 Vision
1. Faster process: Forecasts are started to carry

out on a weekly basis and for the high runner
products daily basis. Amazon patent of
"Predictive shipping" means products are
dispatched before the order is placed by the
customer. The order is matched later that
dispatched product and the shipment is sent to
the customer who ordered that product which
reduces the lead time of the delivery process
drastically.

2. Flexible: Real-time production planning helps
by reducing the planning frequency and frozen
period, a quick reaction to dynamic demand.
The supply chain may be hired as a by-usage
basis paid service instead in-house. The
service provider’s specialization helps them to
generate scale economies as well as
outsourcing business.

3. Granular: Customized product demand is
increasing rapidly. Micro-segmentation ideas

will be able to execute these demands.
Customers are managed in granular clusters
and within scope of his requirement of the
products. Drone delivery helps the business to
execute the last high-value products very
efficiently.

4. Accurate: The upgraded performance
management process allows real-time data of
main KPIs like service level, granular data of
process parameters such as the truck’s location.
Clean-sheet models are used in digital
performance management systems for setting
automatic targets, identifying problems, and
mitigating them [4].

5. Efficient: Efficiency in the supply chain is
raised by automation of the material handling
by robots at the warehouse. Autonomous
trucks usage idea application for cross-
company logistics [1].

6. Digitization of the supply chain: The supply
chain digitization needs capability and internal
environment. It means we required integration
of the supply chain process with IT with rigid
infrastructure with the skilled executives to
drive this innovation. Figure3 explains the
supply chain digitization process.

Figure 3: The Supply Chain Digitization [3]

B. SCM 4.0 Improvement Levers
SCM 4.0 will influence all the areas of supply
chain management. We structured the key six value
enablers as improvement levers that will generate a
change in capital cost, manufacturing agility, and
service as below [1],
a. Planning: The big data, upgraded analytics,

and knowledge work automation are going to
drive future SCM. The block chain collects
and shares the big data within the supply chain
recently [5]. It is a shared ledger management
of the data which gives facility of having same
data at different stations for usage of the many
departments [6]. The Data will be either with
an open access or with controlled logins to
enter in the network. The data contain
information like product mix, lead time of
individual products, and allocate this as a
block within a continuous block chain which is
linking to the same continuous transaction [7].
Predictive data analytics study’s many internal
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and external issues like weather, sensor data,
and current social trends that affect the demand
planning with machine learning approaches to
fix a precise and granular plan. These
technologies are preventing errors in demand
forecasting by 30 to 40 percent. Also, this
latest mathematics gives the probability of the
demand forecast quantity rather than a single
number. Completely automated closed-loop
demand and supply planning convert planning
function into a continuous and flexible process.
Closed-loop planning helps to integrate pricing
and planning that depends on the stock
inventory’s, probable demand, and
replenishment capability, where prices can be
adapted as per changing demand to raise the
profit and reduce the inventories.

b. Physical flow: The logistic function is going to
upgrade with good connectivity, upgraded data
analytics, 3D printing, and better automation.
3-D printing improves inventory control
strategies and autonomous vehicles improve
productivity in the warehouses. The smart
machines with features like voice, touch, and
graph driven interfaces give user experience.
This helps the warehouse linkage with the
production loading work stations with no
manual interference. Smart vehicles reduce the
operating cost of product handling and lead
times reduction.

c. Performance management: The real-time data
from internal and external sources drive the
KPI in performance management. The
performance management process is now able
to realize the root causes of non-conformances
by automatic calibration or by data collection,
big data analyses, and machine learning. The
machine will start counteractions automatically
based on the root-cause identified, such as
triggering a replenishment order or changing
safety stocks.

d. Order management: No-touch processing and
actual-time proactive planning are the two
main types in order management that help to
reduce costs by work automation. No-touch
processing is the further step to an available-
to-promise (ATP) with pre-available master
data. Real-time planning makes the supply
chain structure up to date and driving to
dependable planning data.

e. Collaboration: Supply chain clouds are data
centers for vendors, companies, and customer
providing an integrated planning option with
collaboration. This improves the cost invested
and errors involved due to communications by
25 percent on overall logistic efficiency [8].”

f. Supply chain strategy: The micro-
segmentation of the supply chain based on
customer needs and owns capacity formed in
an ever-changing and big data drive

customized the supply chain to optimize
inventory.

Methodology
A. Pilot Study on SCM 4.0 Implementation
1. Current end to end value stream mapping: We

started with the mapping of current end to end
value stream map to capture total lead time of
the product delivery to the customer from the
time he ordered the goods as explained in the
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Current Value Stream Map Example [1]

2. Identify the waste: We identified the following
main types of digital waste in the value stream,
a. Data capturing and control: Data

collection is paper-based and not regularly
updated e.g., vendor lead time master data
is entered one time and does not change
for years. Also, warehousing receives
notifications of the advance shipping but
hardly uses this data to control the
inbound logistics.

b. Integrated process optimization: Many
organizations have initiated to deploy an
integrated process of material planning,
but many times data of statistical forecast
is overwritten manually by respective
planners which have a significantly bad
impact on the accuracy of the forecasting.

c. Physical process execution: Current SCM
is many a time executed based on planners
gut feeling, but not supported with the
real-time data, e.g., to standardize milk
run paths in the warehouse. Also, the
warehouse is working in one to two hours
batch sizes, but not executes the new real-
time orders and continuously changing
routings.

d. Low service level or sales: Low service
level is due to high lead times, wrong
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product stocks, and an unreliable products
delivery.

e. Supply chain costs: Logistic, storage, and
the network setup cost can be reduced by
up to 30 percent by deploying clean sheet
advance calculations with minimum touch
locations and travel distance. The
remaining cost saving can be achieved by
supporting dynamic routing approach,
transport offloading, autonomous vehicles,
and 3D printing.

f. Supply chain planning: Advanced system
automates the 80 to 90 percent of planning
tasks with good quality. The S&OP will
be executed with weekly frequency and
real-time that will drive the system
automatically rather than planner manual
intervention.

g. Inventory: The safety stock is maintained
in the current system. The other main
inventory driving mechanism is the raw
material replenishment lead time. Also,
high transport lead time, e.g., from the
USA to Asia.

h. Logistic: We need a smart vehicle with
container which is capable to know
material content details inside it and its
current location and past history. This will
improve the traceability of the material
within short lead time [9].

C. Some Problems for SCM 4.0 Deployment
We find out some problems for SCM 4.0
deployment while studying the concept as
mentioned below,
a. Training needs and skilled talent: SCM 4.0

application and sustenance require skilled
talent and training to all the stakeholders.

b. Senior leadership involvement: Senior
leadership involvement required from start to
end for budget approval, decision making, and
follow up over timeline of the project.

c. Change management: The change from manual
to automated activity requires good change
management that covers shop floor training,
timely completion of allocated tasks, and
sustenance.

d. Small and medium business needs: Small and
medium businesses may adapt with tailor-
made SCM 4.0 as per their requirement.

e. Visualization of integrated actual and digital
supply chain value stream and identifying
precise waste is difficult and skillful work [10].

Conclusion
SCM 4.0 model is the integration of IoT, AI, and
big data analytics by deploying sensors, networks,
automation, and data analysis tools in every
process for improvement in consumer satisfaction.
The Supply chain efficiency can be increased by

up-gradation with new technology and eliminating
the waste in the process. SCM 4.0 results in a faster,
granular, precise, flexible, efficient, and digitized
process. The key six value SCM 4.0 enablers as
improvement levers that will generate a change in
capital cost, manufacturing agility, and service are
planning, physical flow, performance management,
order management, collaboration, and strategy.
Further, Pilot study on SCM 4.0 implementation
with current state mapping of value chain identified
the wastage like manual data capturing, manual
planning based on gut filling, low service levels,
and high inventory that can be prevented or
eliminated by the effective SCM 4.0 application.
SCM 4.0 deployment also face some problems like
training needs and skilled talent, senior leadership
involvement, change management, and small and
medium business needs tailor-made solutions.
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